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Important Diary dates to note:
On 20th July 2018, a reunion of former Dynevor

‘80’s

pupils is planned at ‘The Hyst’, High Street, Swansea
http://www.coast-swansea.com/ This is being
organised by and will be of particular interest to
those who attended Dynevor in the 80’s and who may have left
between 1986 and 1991…however, all Dy’vorians are welcome! The
main contact is Rob Lloyd: rob.lloyd@rocketmail.com
mobile:
07973 867812. This is seen as a fantastic opportunity to meet up with
others who all share one thing in common…school days at Dynevor!

SWANSEA’S AVIATION PIONEERS
The 11th Annual Open Lecture of the Dy’vorians and UWTSD will be held
at the Dynevor campus on Wednesday, June 20th 2018 at 7.00p.m.
Guest Speaker :

John Ashley

Balconiers Day 21st June 2018 at St.Helen’s
Guest speaker: Mark Wallace, Youngest wicket keeper to represent
Glamorgan; Played 230 Championship games between 2001-2015
Booking details: ken.sharpe@btinternet.com 01432 359990

A second, year of ’58 reunion is planned for
Friday 21st September 2018 at The Grand
Hotel, Swansea: Contact:
rogerwilliams27kn@gmail.com

‘58
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Professional Debut. Jeff Burns Middleweight by Jeff Burns
Part Two
This was it, weeks of hard work,
sacrifice and discipline were now
joining forces to set the "Bulldog" off
on his professional career he was
feeling strong and sharp raising his
gloves as he advanced to do battle.
The two adversaries clashed in the
centre of the ring the more
experienced Danny Barrett was first
off the mark firing out a left jab
targeting the Welshman's head,
which triggered a well rehearsed
move, Burns avoided the punch by
swaying to the left leaving his feet
well positioned to throw an
overhand right which crashed into
the face of his opponent. The
Londoner instinctively manoeuvred
himself out of range but his
movement was unsteady
encouraging the Welsh man to pursue his quarry with a stiff left jab followed by a
looping right hand which floored Barrett, Jeff retired to a neutral corner in
accordance with the Marquis of Queensbury rules while the referee Benny Caplan,
took up the count.
The Swansea boxer glared at his distressed opponent, who was struggling to get to
his feet, blood trickling from a cut on the cheekbone below his left eye. The Londoner
rose raising his gloves to his face signalling that he was ready to resume the conflict,
the referee instructed the boxers to box on. The eager debutante pounced, moving
into distance toppling Danny with a well timed and accurate left hook. Once again
Burns made his way to a neutral corner where in just a few seconds he reflected on
his first two minutes as a professional. He had prepared for a long hard fight but
realised that this confrontation was close to conclusion. His breathing was good, his
energy levels were high the only aspect of the fight that unnerved him was the
silence of the gentlemen in the audience. There was a long established ruling of the
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National Sporting Club that members would maintain silence during the contest and
would only applaud the combatants in between rounds.
Barrett rose to his feet at the count of six and bravely signalled his willingness to
continue but it was clear from the resumption that his immediate desire was to
survive the round which had about fifty seconds left. As his agitator moved in for the
kill Danny grabbed his opponent, wrestling style, in an attempt to stifle any further
bombardment of punches that were heading his way. The referee pulled the two
gladiators apart and sternly warned the stricken Brixton boxer for holding, eating up
precious seconds in the round. Burns in his eagerness to bring the rivalry to a
conclusion charged forward only to be clamped into a vice like grip by his despairing
prey who pulled Jeff to the canvas with him after being struck by a brain numbing
right. Barrett rose unsteadily to his feet and for the third time gallantly raised his
gloves confirming his desire to continue and as the Welshman moved forward
determined to conclude matters the bell rang to signal a respite in hostilities.
The Brixton battler staggered unsteadily to his corner blood seeping from under his
left eye, whereas the Welshman swaggered to his refuge amidst the approving
applause of the Sporting Club members. Jeff had just taken his first swig of water
when Barrett's manager and coach Paddy Byrne signalled to the referee that his
charge would not be answering the bell for round two. Jeff would after all as his
opponent had promised be catching the early train back to Swansea.
The fight was over Jeff "Bulldog" Burns had marked his professional debut with a win
on a one round retirement and hadn't been hit with a single punch! Jeff's manager
was quoted in the South Wales Evening Post 17 May 1972 "That was a great start he
made a great impact, but in a way I am sorry the fight ended so quickly because the
members would have liked to have seen more of him as he is such an entertaining
fighter."
After the euphoria of a sensational debut win had subsided Jeff got back into training
in preparation for his second contest which was to take place the following Monday
in Reading. Burns would soon realise that a career in professional boxer would be
much tougher than his debut contest had suggested.
--------------------------------

Front cover photograph: Can you help
identify the members of the Dynevor netball
team of 1978?
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DYNEVOR : Agricultural Camps, Wartime and beyond
by Peter Macpherson, (1944-51)
One of the unexpected benefits of the
approaching end of hostilities in 1945
was the realisation on the part of some
far-seeing Masters that it would now be
safe to offer a brief holiday to some
younger boys, with the Senior Group,
who, of course, went to help the now
declining ‘war effort’ in the fields.
Portskewett 1947
Thus it was that, in 1946, I joined a small
party to go to Alderminster with the
main group for two weeks. Our leaders
were the redoubtable Dick Evans,
Geography and Charlie Hill, a senior
English Master. We went by rail,
through mid-Wales and were provided
by Dick with hand-drawn Maps of the
route, together with pointers to all the
main attractions we would pass and
should therefore look out for. I have
never missed the chance since to
observe the Sugar Loaf, at Abergavenny, and comment upon various geographical
features to all who would lend an ear, such as Parents, Wife, Children and now
Grandchildren. I hope they’ve appreciated the enthusiasm I imbibed from Dick Evans!
Apart from the break in such a delightful rural area, the obvious attractions were the
nearby town of Stratford-upon-Avon, untouched by War, full of interesting
attractions, such as boating on the river, as well as shops, - which, of course, could be
a mixed blessing for fairly impecunious youngsters - and other attractions, plus the
opportunity to attend performances at the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, which
most of us utilised to the full. I managed 3 plays in my two-week stay. However, the
principal draw for us was a Milk Bar, where they made unforgettable milk-shakes!
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Unfortunately, indulgence in the heavenly drink soon emptied the coffers and so it
was that, one morning, I found myself tearfully explaining that I’d run out of money
and what could I do?

a)

Aldermaston 1947 L to R,
John(?)Dermody;Glyn Dixon; Gordon Copp;
??; Malcolm Bancroft.
Among teaching staff below: L to R, Bryn
Cox; Mr. Yates; & Mr. Williams

We lived in an Ex-Army Hut, ruled over
by two strong characters, Albert Davies
and Ivan Williams, both Sixth-Formers,
who were entrusted with our welfare
and safe-keeping. After I had made my
confession, Ivan looked at Albert and Albert looked at Ivan and one of them said:
‘Well, Mac, you’ll have to work then, won’t you?!’ Your holiday is over!
So, next morning, I joined the big boys and trudged over a few fields to one that was
full of Peas, ready for harvesting. The Farmer had already agreed to ‘employ’ me (no
Health and Safety ‘nonsense’ or other considerations in those days!). I was handed a
large sack, which, when full, would weigh 40lbs., and told to get on with it. The only
problem was that I couldn’t lift 40lbs!! ….. until some kind soul carried it over for me
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to the weighing scale in the centre of the field. If the sack passed muster, you were
given a brass tag and told to look after it until the end of work, when pay-out would
take place. In this way, over the next two days, I collected 8 brass tags, which at the
going rate of 3/- (15p) per tag, or sack, yielded the grand sum of 24 Shillings, £1.20! I
was back in business!! Milk Shakes, here we come!
___________

An interview with the President!
Keith Evans (1965 – 1972)
Why did you choose Dynevor?
“ I can’t remember a particular
reason … except that I lived on Townhill and it was easier and quicker to get to school
each day and, of course, the Townhill buses used to start off from “Dynevor Place”. I
thought the teaching would be very good as our family Doctor’s son had come to
Dynevor and that the school would be more down-to-earth than Bishop Gore where
I’d form a better circle of friends. I now know, that I was correct on all of those
points!
First Memories of the School!?

I remember the first
lunchtime. I’d gone home for dinner and remember
returning about 1.40 to find Barry Jones standing at
the gate in Pell St warning everybody not to go into
the yard as the bigger boys were ‘ducking the first
years’ in the toilets. Well, already being quite a big
lad and as tall as some of the older boys, I did go in
and never had any problem!

Worst Memories?
Must admit, that on a certain
level, I’ve never fully understood the expressions of admiration for Clive John, the
music teacher. In my first music lesson at Dynevor, I found the experience of standing
in front of the class, singing a few lines from a song and then being told I had scored a
½ mark (not quite tone deaf!) very embarrassing and discouraging. Certainly, not
constructive criticism! Like last year’s President, John Rees, this put me off singing in
public but I was always happy to sing at Cardiff Arms Park!!! I also recall singing “Ar
Hyd y Nos” alongside Rowan Williams in the Dillwyn house choir!
Best Memories?
Sport! Being able to play
basketball, cricket and rugby with a great bunch of boys, many of whom I’m still
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friends with today and meet regularly. I played for Swansea Schoolboys rugby XV with
Barry Jones, the only other Dynevor boy, and still believe we were robbed when we
lost the semi-final of the Dewar Shield match v Llanelli at St Helen’s!
I also remember playing for the school First XV at Gwendraeth Grammar School. We
drove down in the snow and found the pitch totally white, but playable, with the lines
swept to show us where the pitch was! At half-time, sucking the customary orange, I
remember looking up the valley and seeing a solid white cloud coming down towards
us! These days, I’m sure, we wouldn’t have played at all, but we just carried on in
what could only be described as a blizzard and eventually came out worthy winners to
maintain our great record that season under captain, Steve Rees!
A final single
memory? Playing cricket at Ganges when Chris Gange took a fantastic diving catch off
my bowling!
I can’t remember who we were playing against, though!
Best Decision?
After rather disappointing
grades at ‘A’ level, I couldn’t face the prospect of staying at school for another year and
decided to take up an offer from Wolverhampton Polytechnic to study Modern
Languages with European Studies. This worked brilliantly for me as it allowed me to
pursue my academic interests, broaden my horizons via travel, develop my career and
meet Sylvie, to whom I’ve been happily married for nearly 40 years!
Best Teachers?
There are a few teachers
who stood out for me, and I must mention Jeff Hopkins and Adrian “Ado” Davies. It was
sad to hear of Jeff’s passing a couple of years ago, but I still regularly bump into Adrian
in Swansea. We always have a good chat and he asks after the boys – a genuinely
decent bloke!
As someone who went on to earn a degree in French and Spanish, I
naturally also remember my “language” teachers and in particular Mr. R.B. Morgan ,
“Rubbo” who led the school trip to Paris in 1967 which gave me my first experience of
life abroad and no doubt stimulated my love of travel.
Career?
After leaving school, my
degree was followed by a Postgraduate Diploma in International Marketing and the
chance to live in Bordeaux and Salamanca as well as industrial market research in
Mexico. After time in Marine and Construction industries I switched career to teach
English.
Claim to Fame?
Being a decent cricketer,
I played midweek matches for Swansea C.C. while still at school. One lunchtime around
midday, I was called into the Headmaster’s study and was told to go home quickly to
fetch my cricket gear as I was wanted down at St Helen’s for a match starting at 2.30.
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After rushing all the way home and running back down to St Helen’s I came down to
earth with a bump when the Captain told me I was only 12th Man. Disappointed, I asked
“Why? When I had been told I was playing!” “Well”, he said, “we had a choice … either
you or one of the best batsmen in the world ... and, sadly, you’re not playing!”
Who
was it? … none other than Majid Khan, then captain of Pakistan, who was contracted to
Glamorgan and who wanted a warm up match after returning from injury! Naturally, I
didn’t want to argue with him and, so, I can say that I allowed Majid to play for Swansea
that afternoon!”
Family?
Keith and Sylvie his wife, who
earned a degree in Fine Art from Swansea Metropolitan University (SMU) at the Dynevor
Centre for Art, Design & Media … another Dy’vorian! is a retired teacher also. Their son
Richard, a Senior Lecturer in Information Management at the University of Westminster
obtained his MSc degree at SMU before working for BAE Systems .
“ Are we the only all Dy’vorian family?”
__________________________

My Passion for old vehicles……by Peter Samuel (1959-64)
My passion for old vehicles must have been born into me. From a very early age my
father owned several old pre and post war cars which I always took an interest in.
Couple this with his job as a bus driver and a pioneer of continental tours with The
South Wales Transport, I was hooked from an early age. Working as an apprentice
electrician with SWT, my interest in buses grew, and this interest is still with me today. I
am forever looking at photographs of old buses. Learning to drive as a 17 year old, my
first car was an Austin 35. The following 30 years saw me owning many modern cars,
some I liked, others I loathed, especially when they let me down. However, in my heart I
always wanted to own a vintage car
and vowed when the time was right
that I would buy one. It was 1988
when I decided to bite the bullet and
look for a pre war Austin 7 Box
saloon. I joined The Austin 7 Club
and after attending a club meeting
was offered a 1934 model, which I
purchased from a chap in
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Llangennech. I had several very happy
years of vintage motoring in the 7 but I
was now yearning for better things. It
was during a wedding I attended in
Weston Super Mare, that I was asked by
a friend if I would be interested in
purchasing an old open top car which
was owned by his cousin who lived near
Carmarthen. I expressed an immediate
interest to be told that ‘I will pick you up on Monday night and we will go and look at it’.
This we did, driving to a farm, where the vehicle was laid up in a barn covered in all
sorts of farm rubbish. After removing some of the mess, I discovered that the car I had
been brought to view was a 1931 Morris Cowley Flat Nose Tourer. Red in colour, the
hood was full of holes, the wooden floor was missing, the seats were torn but the car
was all there so to speak. All the original items were on the car and as a bonus, we got it
started. It was what I had always yearned for and I knew that with a lot of hard work, I
could get it looking and running like new. So I negotiated a price and YD 2598 was mine.
I was fortunate at this stage to own an industrial unit from which I ran my business. So I
brought the car back to the unit and set about restoring it. It was stripped down, chassis
cleaned and checked and whilst it did not have a floor in place, I re-wired completely. A
new floor was made from marine plywood and fitted, the seats and hood were repaired
as were the door panels. After cleaning down the bodywork, the car was sent for
respraying. When it returned from the paint shop, all the brass and chrome was cleaned
and the car was ready for the road, so I thought. After cleaning out the petrol tank,
cleaning the carburettor, and
fitting a new radiator core
during restoration, I assumed
that all would be well.
However,
after
several
outings, the car was regularly
breaking down with problems
that I could not solve. So I
decided that the only way to
put things right would be to
take the engine out, strip it
down and take it from there.
This I did with difficulty. A
very heavy engine to remove,
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it was taken out, stripped down, new sleeves, pistons and piston rings fitted, new
valves, cylinder head shaved and new gasket fitted. A new cork clutch was fitted, and
after many hours of work the car was ready to run again. I’m pleased to say it started
first time. That was 21 years ago and the car is still running today as it did then. Every
year I service it, changing the oil and greasing all the grease points. This is a passion, and
I really enjoy working on it. Living on the edge of Gower, I occasionally take it out for
short runs but only ever cover about 200 miles a year. It has been used for several
weddings, for which it is ideally suited. But I am not ideally suited for weddings hence it
is only used for friends. The car is usually laid up in winter time however on nice days I
have been known to brave the elements and get out for a run with the hood down.
Several years after purchasing the car, I received a letter through the post from a
gentleman who lived in Moreton in Marsh. Claude Louther had contacted me via The
Morris Club to inform that his late father had purchased YD2598 in late 1931 from a
lady who had bought it new but never used it. His father kept the car until 1945 when
he sold it on. When I bought the car, I was given the old buff coloured log book which
had Mr Louthers name on it, hence I can trace all owners of the car back to when it was
first registered. As a bonus, Claude sent me the original spanners that came with the
car. When I first visited the Austin 7 club meeting back in 1988, I was asked by an old
member there “have you come in the Austin 7’ to which I replied “no, I’m looking to
buy one though”. His reply was “if you want one it must be in the blood”. A statement I
will never forget as it has given me many hours of pleasure and happy motoring.
________________

John Walters (1961-69) writes: “Regarding the photo of Maths teacher Cyril
Jones (Tojo) and Gareth Bevan in the last edition of the magazine, I’ve been wondering
whether this splendid photo captures the daily ritual of the detention register being read
out. Gareth is wearing a prefect’s badge, and in the sixties part of a prefect’s duty every
afternoon was to go around the school, class by class,
reminding boys that they were in detention, then reminding
the member of staff who was on detention duty the following
afternoon and finally taking the register to the member of
staff on duty that afternoon. The boys’ names were usually
read out with relish by whichever teacher was taking the class when the register came
around!”
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Some Distinguished Dy’vorians …..(1)
CHRISTIE DAVIES (1953-61)

By Roger Beynon (1953-61)

The death in August 2017 at the age of 75 of
Professor Christie Davies saw the passing of one
of the most remarkable academics produced by
the school in the post second world war period.
His outstanding ‘O’ and ‘A’ level examination
results at Dynevor led on to him being awarded
a place at Emmanuel College Cambridge to
study Economics, in which he gained a double
first. He graduated with one of the only two first
class honours awarded in Economics in
Cambridge in 1964, of which his was the
premier. He later gained a PhD from Cambridge.
Not content with academic success he also became President of the prestigious
Cambridge Union, and performed and toured with the Cambridge Footlights Revue
alongside such luminaries as Eric Idle.
Apart from two years as a producer for the BBC’s 3rd Programme he devoted his career
to academia and was for over 30 years associated with the University of Reading where
he was Professor of Sociology. On his retirement in 2002 he became an Emeritus
Professor at Reading and continued with a prodigious output of articles, interviews and
intellectual comment on a wide variety of topics. He was particularly interested in
humour in all its forms and published several well received books on the subject.
Presciently he was very anti EU, mainly on the basis that the British character did not
lend itself to integration with our continental neighbours, and lectured to the Bruges
group and other jingoistic organisations.
His contemporaries at Dynevor will have many memories of this remarkable pupil. He
was a keen supporter of Tom Chandler’s Literary and Debating Society and it was no
surprise that he toured American Universities as a member of English Speaking Union’s
British Universities debating team.

______________
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ODA GOLF DAY 2018 by Peter Samuel
22 brave golfers turned up at Clyne Golf Club for our
annual golf day, only to be let down by the weather. As
we sat down to enjoy a bacon roll and a cup of coffee, the
mist came down, and we were unable to see a distance of
200 yards in front of us. A decision was taken to close the
course until the mist lifted and so we all waited in
anticipation. Finally, after an hour and a half, proceedings
got under way. A decision had been taken during the delay
to only play 9 holes.
Conditions did improve but care had to be taken as
visibility was impaired. However, this did not affect some
of the players especially those playing on home ground. Local knowledge did count.
The overall winner of The Peter Saward claret jug with a score of 20 points was Peter
Clement, pictured above left with Peter Samuel, a member of Clyne. Second, on 18
points on count back, Mike Kennealy and third Alan Clewett, again with 18 points.
The team prize was won by Peter Clement, Mike Long, Kelvin Howells and Peter
Samuel.
A bowl of soup went down well after the match, and although our
day was cut short, all 22 thoroughly enjoyed the day.
---------------------------------

Enclosed, for your attention, with this edition of the
magazine is a note from the ODA Secretary relating to
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
which comes into force from 25th May 2018. The note
explains the arrangements which the Association has in place
for the holding and protection of personal data.
ODA Dinner and other event photographs are available from:
Rob Mitchell www.facebook.com/pages/Penumbra-Photography
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2018 Dy’vorian dinner at Fulton House 13th April

Many thanks to Guest Speaker: Jeff Burns and
Dinner Organiser: Noel Blows.
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Dynevor pupil awarded the Legion d’Honneur in
2017…..for services to France in the Liberation!!!
Leonard Craig who attended the school from 1932 to 1937, was in an American
Sherman Tank M4 also known as a “Firefly” when the 148th RAC landed on Gold beach
in Normandy on June 15, 1944. After tough fighting the regiment travelled across
Normandy suffering serious losses during “Operation Stack” where nine out of ten of
the Sherman tanks were knocked out. Leonard travelled through Northern France,
Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany and was promoted to corporal and eventually
to the rank of sergeant. He celebrated his 25th birthday in Europe on VE Day 1945 and
was serving in Northern Italy when he was de-mobbed in 1946 and finally able to come
home. Grandfather-of-five, who lives
currently in a Care Home in Bath, aged
97 years, he was awarded the Legion
D’Honneur, France’s highest Military
Award, in December 2017, which
medal was received on his behalf by his
daughter Sue.
[Left to right:
Daughters: Alison, Caroline, Julia and
Sue.]

th

Reported in the Bath Chronicle, 12 December 2017: Photographs, courtesy of Sue Craig.

_____________
From TD 32: “ But this is my question: the license plate on
the bus looks to be FCY 346. Which year was that?” asked
Rhys Bryant.
Thanks to Roger Trollope, John Summerwill and Sholto Thomas
who responded to the question: The first post-war buses for the Townhill route,
delivered in 1949 were virtually standard AEC Regal Mark III models of the 9621E type
with 9.6 litre engines and preselective gear boxes. No: 65, FCY 346 of 1949, would
most certainly have been working the hill routes when Rhys Bryant attended the
school!
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Dy’vorian awarded Doctorate:
Gerald Gabb (1961-68) was awarded Honorary D.Litt
by the University College of Swansea on 25th July 2017.
Former Dynevor pupil, Gerald was described as “the
senior historian of Swansea and an oracle on the city’s
history from its origins to the present day”. Among a
number of notable publications Gerald produced the
first volume of ‘Swansea and its History’ in 2006, and a
second volume is due to be published very shortly.
Gerald is also, editor of The Swansea History Journal.
The Association congratulates Gerald on this very well
deserved award.

_______________

The "GandI" Lunches

by Adrian Davies (1955-60)

The Editor asked "How and when, did this "select“ gathering begin?
“The Noel Blows Reunion of the Class of ’55' in 2005 generated interest among some
of us in forming a party to attend the Annual Dinner at the Dolphin Hotel in 2006. On
‘our’ table were Hywel Evans (Towser), Brian George, Ivor Glick, Roger Gore, Len
Hearn, Peter John, Mike Kircough, Alan Phillips and Geof. Tanner. It was a very
successful night, but it was during the following year, that a conversation took place
where I boldly pronounced that "eating out" was "BEST IN THE WEST" (quoting that
sadly lamented supremo of Welsh Rugby, Ray Gravelle) in challenging both former
teachers, IORRIE MORT and GEORGE HOUNSELL to make a date to indulge in the
pleasures of fine wining and dining!!
Immediately, the invitation was heartily
accepted, and I booked a table for 11 at the ‘Butcher's Arms’, Llanddarog (at that time
a lovely venue for lunch). Everyone enjoyed it and so was born the G (George) and I
(Iorrie) ‘Lunch’, …… GandI….
‘GandI’ has suffered, but endured,
numerous/erroneous interpretations in spelling over these past years and it was
shortly before the tragic loss of our dear George (Hounsell) that I consulted with both
him and Iorrie as to whether- Robert James Howells MBE ,might be interested in
joining our happy throng! "As long as we're not re-christened the ‘GandIBOBS’ quipped
George, his sharp, wry observation uttered at express speed!
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Thankfully BOB was only too delighted to be with us and has proved to be a most loyal,
enthusiastic and spirited member of our group!

At that particular lunch: Right from front:
Bob Howells, Adrian Davies, Brian George,
Len Hearn, Peter John. Left from front: Mike
Kircough, Iorrie Mort, Tudor Price, Alan
Phillips and Phill Davies.

As time passed our expectations and
standards changed and we devoted our
attention to ’Y Polyn’, a highly reputed
venue for fine dining (and importantly
providing fine wining - the wHining being left to “us”!) This proved very popular with
all. A minibus collected our party en route from Mumbles calling for me in Llanarthne.
There was a catch however - the minibus was unable to return to pick us up until 5pm!
This meant spending our ‘post lunch’ in the bar! What were we to do....? Of course
the bar remained open!
After several years of visiting ‘Y Polyn’ in
deepest Carmarthenshire it was time to test Swansea’s restaurants, and so we arrived
at “Hanson's at the Chelsea Restaurant" in St. Mary's Street. We have since become
part and parcel of their establishment!
Besides the ODA Annual Dinner and then Baconiers Day at St. Helen’s we try to meet
each month. Over time we have enlarged our number
by including waifs and strays such as the ODA
Secretary and the Editor of this magazine.
From
time to time we have also enjoyed the company of
that wonderful Captain of the Dynevor Cricket First
Eleven of the late '50's/early '60's , Hugh John
(Boots!) and have indeed been graced on a few
occasions also by that marvelous mesmerist of the
operating table, ‘Lord’ Brian Willis of Cardiff.
L to R: Phill Davies, Adrian Davies, and Brian George.

I can still remember Iorrie's expression when I teasingly asked Brian for ‘one of the
laws of refraction’ in the inimitable manner of physics master E.E.Price, ‘Bingo’ - the
whole of the Towy Valley fell silent as he instantly uttered forth in the most
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‘Olivier’ like performance ..."SPHINCTER"…….apt in summing up the magnificence of
that moment !
‘Spinning off’, as they say, we have pursued our quest for knowledge and travel and in
2013 some of us decided to celebrate our birthdays in London. This has now developed
into a four day break each autumn in either London or Edinburgh. We are indebted to
Brian George for securing the finest accommodation and travel arrangements and to
the ‘Chancellor’ Len Hearn for managing rather splendidly our ‘Kitty’, when wining and
dining!
-------------------------------------------------

97 runs in just 45 minutes!

By Chris Gange (1966-73)

The recent article (TD32) about the origin of the name of the playing fields in Pentyla
Road, “The Ganges”, has prompted me to provide some further information. Rhys
Bryant correctly identifies the groundsman Tom Gange as the source of the name.
Tom Gange was my grandfather, although regrettably, he died before either my
brother Michael (1961-68) or I could meet him. His eldest child Tom was my father
and for a number of years ‘The Lodge’ in Pentyla Road was his home. He and my uncle
used to help my grandfather with his groundsman’s duties and before that at the
various cricket grounds for which he was responsible.
Tom Gange was a Gloucestershire man, although he was actually born in
Natal in 1891, where his father was in the army. He made his debut for
Gloucestershire as a fast bowler in 1913. He also played for an England XI before the
war. During the war, he served with the Royal Horse and Royal Field Artillery. I have no
idea what he experienced. My father was reticent about his own war service and
made no mention of his father’s; suffice to say though that it did not assist his
cricketing career. Tom only played county cricket a couple more seasons after the war.
This was a shame as I’m sure that his best was lost to the war years. Apparently Tom
was regarded by A C MacLaren (England captain) and Albert Trott, who played for
both England and Australia, as one of the four fastest bowlers in England.
In 1922 Tom came to South Wales as the professional at Gowerton. In those days the
professional did everything, from the preparation of the wicket, coaching and playing.
Between 1922 and his retirement from playing in the mid-1930s he was the
professional at Gowerton, Swansea, Neath and Llanelli and the leading wicket taker in
the South Wales League season after season. Just after moving to South Wales Tom
had been asked to play for Glamorgan but unfortunately was unable to do so,
Gloucestershire still held the registration of the player.
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In one season for Llanelli, Tom took 137 wickets at a cost of just 7.6 runs. In a
match against Newport he achieved two hat tricks and finished with figures of 8 for
16. He could also bat and one article reported him scoring 97 in just 45 minutes!
Just after signing to play for Swansea, Tom was offered a contract to play for
Accrington in the Lancashire League on a salary of £12 per week (about £685 in
today’s money), but, he was already committed to Swansea.
On his retirement from playing, around 1936, he became the groundsman at
Pentyla Road, where as well as looking after the playing fields, he coached Dynevor
pupils. In 1946, he became the groundsman at St Helens where the wickets he
produced were greatly appreciated by the Glamorgan team. Unfortunately, he died
the following year aged 56. His obituary in the “Evening Post” referred to him as “the
best-loved of West Wales cricket personalities”.
----------------------------------------------

In Memoriam:












Dr. Fred Cowley (1939-46) who died on December 8th 2017
Ednyfydd Hudson Davies M.P (1940-45) died on 11th January 2018
Arthur Graham Manship (1959) who died on 21st January 2018
Dr. Thomas McCarry died on 30th January 2018
Dr.Alcwyn Price (1945-50) died in January 2018
Peter Campbell (1958-63) died in Colchester on 5th February 2018
Lady Myra Secombe died 7th February 2018
Willie Davies (1958-63) died in Olhao, Algarve on 10th February 2018
Alan Curtis (1959-62) who died on 30th January 2018
George Sambrook (1944-49) who died on 15th March 2018
th
Peter Miles (1946-50) who died on 30 March 2018

The Association was saddened to learn of the death of George
Sambrook on 15th March. President of the Association in 1993,
George played a pivotal role, as Chair of Governors of the then
Swansea Metropolitan University, in securing the continued use
of the old school buildings for education, and cementing the
relationship between the University and the Association.
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ODA Directory:
President: Keith Evans

keith_evans4@sky.com

07531540002

Vice President: Rev. John Walters jphwalters12@gmail.com 07980455026
Past President: Dr. John Rees johnwrees1@gmail.com
Secretary: Phill Davies

phillipdavies47@btinternet.com

Treasurer & Ties: Steve Way

stevepw@talktalk.net

07967558521
01792 883978
07720251639

Membership and Golf: Peter Samuel pete.sam@talktalk.net

01792 230076

London and S.E. liaison: Lyn Thomas Imt4708@gmail.com

07850797587

Annual Dinner: Noel Blows

07775895054

noelblows@btinternet.com

Communication & website: Keith Evans keith_evans4@sky.com

07531540002

Archivist: Roger Williams:

07876640853

Balconiers: Ken Sharpe
TD Editor: Tudor Price

rogerwilliams27kn@gmail.com
ken.sharpe@btinternet.com

01432 359990

tudorprice3@btinternet.com

07788136904

http://www.facebook.com @DynevorRevisited
Twitter: (@DynevorSchool)

Copy for the next edition to the editor please, by 30th November 2018,
ideally as WORD and jpeg to:- tudorprice3@btinternet.com
07788136904
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